Curve patterns in idiopathic scoliosis. A clinical and radiographic study.
We have developed a simple technique for demonstrating the sagittal profile of each rotated level of a scoliotic spine and used it to determine the patterns of lordosis and kyphosis in each of six clinical types of idiopathic scoliosis. The currently accepted classification of scoliosis is inaccurate and a modification is proposed. The three main types of scoliosis were shown to have sagittal profiles distinctly different from each other and from normal. Single structural curves had short lordotic sections at their apices, limited above and below by kyphosis. Double curves showed longer lordotic sections limited only by one area of kyphosis. Lordosis throughout the thoracic and lumbar spine was associated with triple curve patterns. The biomechanical effects of the abnormal sagittal profiles provide a simple explanation for the genesis and progression of the different types of scoliosis, and the recognition of the pattern of the sagittal abnormalities permits treatment to be designed on a sound anatomical basis for individual cases.